[Patients hospitalized the day before operation are satisfied with outpatient preoperative evaluation system].
Recently, shortening of hospitalization has increased the number of hospitalization the day before operation in Japan. Appropriate preoperative anesthetic evaluation systems should be developed to maintain the same quality and efficiency of evaluation as for patients hospitalized earlier. Patient satisfaction is an important consideration in this program. We adopted an outpatient preoperative evaluation system for patients hospitalized the day before operation, using an original anesthesia application form, from November 2006. Forms containing multiple-choice questions regarding medical history and medications were completed by patients' doctors and submitted to us before evaluation. We examined the system use each month and conducted a survey using questionnaires on patient satisfaction in 42 patients using the system 8 months after its introduction. The proportion of patients using the system among surgical patients increased from 8.9% to 45.2% in half a year. The application form yielded detailed information efficiently and enabled sufficient preoperative management. In the questionnaire survey, 94.1% of the patients were satisfied with our new system due to early understanding and anxiety reduction, reduction of burden after hospitalization, and appropriate preoperative management. Our new system enabled improvement in quality and efficiency of perioperative management and increase in patient satisfaction in preoperative evaluation for hospitalization the day before operation.